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Abstract 
Below we suggest an experimental technique for the simultaneous determination of elastic constants (i.e. Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio) based on measured higher natural frequencies of a beam specimen free transverse 
vibration. The technique utilizes a relationship derived in prior research and proven valid for a lower spectrum of 
vibration frequencies of a beam. Fitting the analytic relationship to the experimentally derived frequencies enables 
the determination of the elastic constants for free uniform beams of different cross-sections made from various 
materials. The method is illustrated by an example and comprehensively discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The presented approach is similar to the procedure presented by Ritchie [2] or Brancheriau [3], 
or many others. The main difference between the presented approach and that of Brancheriau 
[3], for example, is that Brancheriau’s uses the solution of the implicit equation for natural 
frequencies, obtained only for free type boundary conditions and valid for a number of modes 
greater than 3. In comparison, our approach utilizes an explicit analytic relationship for 
frequencies derived by the author from the frequency equation presented in [4], [7] and based 
on Timoshenko’s differential equation for the free transverse vibration of stubby beams [1]. 
The explicit frequency relationship is valid for any boundary condition imposed at beam ends 
and for all frequencies of its transverse vibration. Significant amount of validation work 
conducted by the author along with a colleague from TU-Varna [5], [6], etc. supports good fit 
of analytic relationship to test results. However, the optimization procedure used for the 
simultaneous calculation of elastic constants gives better results for the Poisson’s ratio when a 
greater number of measured frequencies are used or the beam samples have lower length-to-
depth ratios. The presented example below gives the result of estimation technique of the elastic 
constants for a beam with free boundary conditions at the ends.  
 
2. Experimental setup 
 
2.1 Experimental technique 
 
Uniform beam specimens of circular or rectangular cross-sections made from various materials 
may be used for the experiments. Free boundary conditions for the specimens are achieved by 
elastic threads located at the nodes of the beam mode shapes. For each mode, the position of 
the elastic threads is exactly determined in order to minimize the influence of the supports (Fig. 
1). Vibrations are excited by a slight impact at an appropriate place along the beam length.  
For data acquisition and processing of the vibrations, a condenser measuring microphone with 
external polarization connected to 16bit ADC (NI USB-6216 with max sample rate 200kS/s) 
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and a computer are used. A LabView routine, which calculates the frequency spectrum and 
extracts the peak frequency, is generated (Fig. 2). 

 
 

Fig. 1. A specimen at elastic threads for measuring the fundamental mode frequency 

 

 

Fig. 2. Front panel of the LabView routine 
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2.2 Theoretical analytic relationship 
 
For the test results analysis, the following relationship for frequencies related to the lower 
spectrum of beam transverse vibration is suggested, which can be easily derived from the 
frequency equation presented in previous research [4], [7]: 
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where: n  is the angular frequencies of the free transverse vibration of  beams,   is mass 

density, E is Young’s modulus, 
)1(2 


E

G  is shear modulus,  is Poisson’s ratio,  is the 

reciprocal value of cross section shear coefficient [1]. 
Dimensionless parameter z  is as follows  
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where in addition to the commonly used notation L  for the beam length and r for the radius 

of cross section gyration, the so-called frequency-correlated number cn  is introduced. For free-

free thin beams, the successive frequency-correlated numbers are as follows: 1.505619, 
2.499753, 3.50001, 4.5, etc. 
 
3. The technique application example 
 
To demonstrate the technique, we chose a specimen with circular cross-section made from 2014 
Al-alloy. The specimen length is L=164.81 mm and cross-section diameter d=11.4 mm. To 
obtain the material mass density, the specimen was submerged into a water vessel placed onto 
weigh-scales; mass density of ρ=2772kg/m3 was obtained. After that, the specimen was 
suspended at the nodes of a mode shape for each frequency of transverse vibration of the free-
free beam. A slight tap was applied to excite the specimen’s transverse vibrations. After 
processing the registered data, the first nine frequencies of the specimen’s free transverse 
vibration were obtained, shown in the Table 1.  

For subsequent calculations, the corresponding values for the frequency-correlated numbers cn  

of thin free-free beams were taken into account, as is presented in point 2.2 above. Fitting 
relationship Eq. (1) with the least squares method to the experimental resonant frequencies led 
to the following values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio: E=74.9161GPa and 
v=0.35685. Natural frequencies calculated for the tested beam with the obtained values of E 
and v are given in the last column of Table 1. 
Very high accuracy of the suggested technique is evident as the ratio error between the 
theoretical and experimental results is well below 0.1 %. However, the chosen frequency-
correlated numbers for thin free beams can differ from those for stubby free beams, which may 
result in divergence for E and v estimates from their exact values. To avoid this problem, the 
general solution of Timoshenko’s differential equation for stubby beam transverse vibration 
presented in [8] can be used. Substituting the experimental values from Table 1 and calculated 
value E into the boundary condition frequency equation for free stubby beam transverse 
vibration in [8], the equation for v can be derived. Solving this equation gives a more precise 
value for Poisson’s ratio and also helps for deriving more precise values for the frequency-
correlated numbers. 
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Table 1. Transverse frequencies of vibration for 2014Al-alloy specimen of L=164.8mm, d=11.4mm, 
ρ=2772kg/m3 

Number of the transverse  
vibration mode 

Experimental, Hz 
Calculated at 

E=74.92GPa, ν=0.35685 
1 1917.8 1917.0 
2 5168.0 5169.0 
3 9822.0 9823.0 
4 15638 15637 
5 22385 22386 
6 29870 29870 
7 37924 37923 
8 46411 46411 
9 55265 55229 

 
It appears that those numbers differ only slightly from the above values; at v=0.33 they are as 
follows: 1.50585, 2.4990, 3.4981, 4.4968, etc. Multiple experiments we conducted prove that 
the value of E modulus actually does not change. 
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